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Indeed, it may still do so. What it does not do, however, is illuminate forwhile Stone was still pastor. Religious competition increased across the twentieth century, while a host of social, intellectual, and cultural forces vastly expanded opportunities for the exercise of personal freedom in matters of belief, taste, and lifestyle, until Fourth Presbyterian found itself "but one pillar among many in American society" (7). Wellman's rationale for characterizing each pastor's understanding of the relationship of Christ and culture as he does is complex, however, and includes the pastor's theology and social attitudes, changes in the church's ecology, and other variables.
The distance from Stone to Buchanan is indubitably great, whether one compares Stone's evangelical belief in salvation through Christ alone and aggressive advocacy of evangelism and missions with Buchanan's theological liberalism and emphasis on service to the needy, or Stone's social conservatism with Buchanan's deep concern about race, class, gender, and sexual orientation. Yet Niebuhr's categories do not seem entirely suitable to a church that, from first to last, has been attuned to the cultural tastes, values, and class interests of those firmly ensconced in the top layers of American society. Considered sociologically rather than theologically, the difference between Stone and Buchanan appears less great than Niebuhr's terms suggest, and Buchanan's church does not seem to represent "Christ transforming culture."
Wellman's demonstration that the church today reflects "lay liberalism, Contrary to Hoge, Johnson, Luidens, and others who suggest that a church's strength depends on the demands it makes or an authoritative belief system, Wellman demonstrates the compatibility of lay liberalism and institutional success, even though he admits that lay liberalism "tends to undercut strong commitment" (165). With four thousand members, a packed sanctuary any Sunday morning, an enormous endowment, and thriving social ministries, Fourth Church tolerates diverse beliefs and relies on rational persuasion rather than imperatives, while providing the elegant worship and outlets for benevolence its members desire. Clearly, churches besides conservative ones can thrive in a radically altered society. Fourth Presbyterian's strength is the result of three historical factors, Wellman convincingly argues. One is an ecology that has included both concentrated wealth and talent on North Michigan Avenue and a poorer district that became an African American ghetto. Perhaps ironically, this dualistic ecology has been symbiotic, with the proximity of people separated by class and race providing a challenge to the congregation's social conscience and channels for its expression. The second factor is identity, which is arguably more important than theology for healthy churches of all kinds. Fourth Church's awe-inspiring architecture, superb music, exceptional preaching, insistence on excellence, and high social status drew crowds over the decades, while lay liberalism is an additional identifying element today. Finally, the pastors were skilled at exercising leadership to minimize public conflict.
Jacob Piper does a good job in showing that Speer's personality and theology must be read together to explain his career. A studious introvert who disliked the spotlight, Speer was also a workaholic. His devotion to religious duty
